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Abstract
We propose a modification of the Constraint Lan-
guage for Lambda Structures (CLLS): an under-
specified parallelism constraint. The original paral-
lelism constraint offers a descriptive formalisation
of simple VP ellipses by indicating two parallel
segments of an underspecified tree representation.
However, these segments still have to be extrac-
ted by hand or to be captured by explicit syntactic
constraints (Egg and Erk, 2001) for every given
example. The underspecified parallelism constraint
overcomes this shortcoming by leaving open the ex-
act size of the parallel segments. Moreover, our ex-
tension of CLLS accounts for more data, covering
ambiguities that arise from gapping, as in Peter gave
Mary a book and John, too.

1 Introduction
The Constraint Language for Lambda Structures
(CLLS) is a formalism for representing underspe-
cified semantic structures (Egg et al., 2001). Fol-
lowing the semantic accounts to ellipsis (Dalrymple
et al., 1991; Gardent and Kohlhase, 1996), CLLS

successfully employs a constraint, called the ‘par-
allelism constraint’, for the description of simple
VP ellipses (e.g. (1)) and the analysis of so-called
‘Hirschbühler sentences’ (e.g. (2)) (Hirschbühler,
1982).

(1) Mary sleeps and John does, too.

(2) Every computer scientist went to a work-
shop. Every linguist did too.

With the parallelism constraint it is possible to
mark the parallelism of that segment of the first sen-
tence that corresponds to the elliptical segment of
the second sentence. For example, in (1) this is the
parallelism in the VP between Mary sleeps (source
sentence) and John does, too (target sentence) rep-
resenting that John sleeps.

In contrast to the semantic accounts that em-
ploy higher-order unification, the parallelism con-
straint directly affects the underspecified semantic
structure. Hence, there is no need to keep track of
the occurrence of subterms (Gardent and Kohlhase,
1996). The parallelism constraint requires to mark
the segment in the semantic representation of the
source sentence (e.g. Mary sleeps) that is parallel to
the segment of the target sentence (e.g. John does,
too). So far the parallelism constraint in CLLS is
not defined in a way that allows to automatically
identify the segment in the source sentence. Instead,
this segment must be extracted by hand or be de-
rived by syntactic constraints. We propose a general
solution to this problem that does not have to rely on
a purely syntactic derivation of the source segment
as proposed by Egg and Erk (2001).

In short, our solution consists in introducing an
underspecified source segment that gets specified by
the modified parallelism constraint. Additionally, an
underspecified source segment does not only cover
VP ellipses as in (1) and (2) but also ambiguities
that arise from gapping (e.g. (3a)). Consider the fol-
lowing sentences:

(3) a. Peter gave Mary a book and John, too.

b. Peter gave Mary a book and John did,
too.

In (3a) gapping allows for two plausible readings:

� Peter gave Mary a book and Peter gave John a
book.

� Peter gave Mary a book and John gave Mary a
book.

In addition, a third reading is conceivable, which,
however, is ruled out on pragmatic grounds:1

1The third reading becomes the preferred one in a differ-
ent context: Peter gave Mary a book and John, too. John was
Peter’s favourite doll.



� Peter gave Mary a book and Peter gave Mary
John.

In (3b), on the other hand, there is no ambiguity
of this kind. Note that the parallelism constraint
has to be employed three times, each in a differ-
ent way, to capture the ambiguity expressed by (3a)
and to obtain all possible readings. Hence, an under-
specified representation for the the three readings
of (3a) would be advantageous. Consequently, the
proposal made by this paper suggests an underspe-
cified parallelism constraint to provide one concise
description that covers all conceivable readings.

Our proposal uses the underspecification of the
parallelism constraint in order to obtain a single
representation for the three readings. The proposed
formalisation leaves open the exact size of the
source segment. We determine the different read-
ings by filtering out the appropriate segments via
the type information of the nodes. The nodes in the
target segment must have the same type as the cor-
responding nodes in the source segment.

Up to now, few proposals have been made regard-
ing the automatic determination of source and target
sentences in VP ellipses. Hardt (1997) uses different
heuristics to rank all VPs within the previous three
sentences as potential source VPs. This method cov-
ers a larger set of possible source VPs than neces-
sary. Egg and Erk (2001) propose a compositional
account of VP ellipses within the HPSG framework.
Since they also employ CLLS for the semantic rep-
resentation of the VP ellipsis their approach is sim-
ilar to our proposal on several points. On the other
hand, their approach is limited to VP ellipses where
they provide explicit constraints within the grammar
formalism used. In addition, their account does not
yet handle gapping such as in (5). In particular, they
do not present an underspecified representation for
this phenomenon.

Clearly, the underspecified parallelism constraint
may offer too many readings, as there are three read-
ings possible for (3a) given only the type constraint.
The third reading for (3a) is excluded due to a sortal
restriction of to give, which is not part of the CLLS

formalism. We assume that further pragmatic and
discourse constraints can be added to the CLLS de-
scription excluding pragmatically implausible read-
ings.2

2Instead of an underspecified representation for (5), ap-
proaches that rely on discourse relations could offer a preferred
reading (Kehler, 2000; Asher, 1993). However, explicit world
knowledge is required for the formalisation of VP ellipsis and

The structure of the remainder of the paper is
as follows. First, we provide a brief introduction to
the formalism CLLS explaining the parallelism con-
straint in more detail. Then, we present the exten-
sion of the parallelism constraint in section 2.2. Fi-
nally, we conclude and give an outlook of ongoing
work in section 3.

2 Underspecified parallelism

2.1 CLLS and the parallelism constraint

The Constraint Language for Lambda Structures
(CLLS) provides a formal framework for the partial
description of lambda structures. Lambda structures
are tree-like structures representing �-terms. The
lambda term ������������	��

 � �������� 
,
for example, is represented as the tree structure
indicated by figure 1.3 Formally, lambda struc-
tures are trees amended by two partial functions:
lam for abstraction and binding variables and ante
for modelling anaphoric expressions. The tree pos-
sesses further labels and lines indicating applica-
tion (@), variables (var) as well as the binding rela-
tion between the variable and the binder (the dashed
arrow). Additionally, variables denoting tree nodes
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Figure 1: The parallelism constraint for the elliptical
sentence in (4)

(e.g. ����� in figure 1) and a transitive and reflex-
ive dominance relation (��) holding between tree
nodes allow for underspecification, the specification
of anaphoric references etc. A CLLS formula – a

gapping within these frameworks.
3Note that all NPs including PNs are type-raised. The term

Mary in ������������	��

, for example, is a function from
sets of entities to truth values.
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Figure 2: A lambda structure that satisfies the con-
straint graph in figure 1

conjunction of atomic literals – is a partial descrip-
tion of lambda structures. Every CLLS formula can
be graphically represented as a constraint graph, as
in figure 1. In order to satisfy this formula a lambda
structure and a variable assignment have to be found
such that every literal is satisfied. A CLLS constraint
� is defined as follows: � ��� � � 	���� � � � � ��
 �
� �

� � � ���
 � � � ������
 � � � ��
�� �
��
�� � � � ��

Since the parallelism constraint ��
�� � ��
��
is crucial for the purpose of this paper and, in addi-
tion, more complicated than the others, more details
are provided in the following. � � � is satisfied
iff the segment � of the lambda structure is paral-
lel to a segment �. Segments in a lambda structure
are defined as �
� where � denotes the root of
the segment and � a hole such that � �

� � . The
segment covers all nodes that are dominated by the
root � with the exception of the nodes dominated
by � . In other words, a segment is a sub-tree start-
ing with the node � with the exception of a fur-
ther subtree whose root node is � . In figure 1 the
segment ��
�� has the root node �� and includes
all nodes dominated by �� apart from node ��.
Sometimes, the segments are indicated by brack-
ets in the constraint graphs (see figure 1), but nor-
mally the constraint is explicitly added to the con-
straint graph. Formally, the parallelism between two
segments is captured via a correspondence function
which is defined as a bijective mapping between the
nodes of the two segments.4

The parallelism constraint has proven to be espe-
cially useful for the description of VP ellipses, as in
the following example sentence:5

4See Erk et al. (2001) for a semi-decision procedure and
further details on processing complexity.

5CLLS can provides an explanation for the following phe-

(4) Mary sleeps and John does, too.

The CLLS description for the sentence in (4) can
be found in figure 1. The parallelism constraint
��
�� � ��
�� is reflected by the graph via two
dashed brackets denoting the two parallel segments
(i.e. ��
�� and ��
��). The brackets precisely de-
termine the part of the source segment that has to
be copied into the target segment as well as the part
that has to be kept separate (i.e. Mary and John). A
lambda structure that satisfies the constraint graph
in figure 1 is given in figure 2.

In addition to a descriptive formalisation of VP
ellipses CLLS also offers a syntax–semantics inter-
face. Egg et al. (2001) provide a grammar and the
rules for the semantic construction of a wide range
of example sentences covering phenomena includ-
ing scope ambiguities and VP ellipses. However,
they assume that the parallelism constraint is gen-
erated by an independent source, because the de-
termination of the elliptic element is still an open re-
search question. We extend the constraint such that
all possible readings for an elliptical sentence can be
automatically generated by the semantic construc-
tion of the syntax–semantic interface.

2.2 Underspecified parallelism constraint
Elliptic sentences as in (3a) show the need for an un-
derspecified parallelism constraint, since a gapping
ambiguity can arise. The formalisation of an under-
specified parallelism constraint requires a change of
the ��
�� � ��
�� constraint. Instead of naming
one segment ��
��, a set of possible segments ful-
filling the parallelism constraint is given. This set
of segments is captured by an underspecified seg-
ment �
�� defined as follows. An underspecified
segment �
�� is the set of all segments that have
the root node � and as a hole any node  for which
� ��  holds.

Definition 1 (underspecified segments) An un-
derspecified segment �
�� is a set of segments such
that

�
�� �� ��
�� � ��� ���

In addition, the set of all nodes in a segment is
defined as follows (Egg et al., 2001):

�
���
�
 �� ��� � � �� ������ ��� ��� ���

nomena: the interaction between scope and ellipsis as given for
the Hirschbühler sentences and the interaction between ana-
phora and ellipsis leading to ‘sloppy’ and ‘strict’ readings of
anaphoric expressions (Egg et al., 2001).



The definition of an underspecified segment offers
too large a set of possible solutions for the paral-
lelism constraint, and most of them are also wrong.
Hence, further constraints on the holes for � �

� �
have to be imposed. We propose a filter that selects
all the appropriate segments by comparing the type
of every node of the source segment with every node
of the target segment.

Though CLLS does not come with a type sys-
tem, the type information can easily be added to the
lambda structure definition. In Type Theory a type
is defined as follows (Gamut, 1991):

Definition 2 (types) The set of types � is the smal-
lest set such that:

1. �� � � �

2. if �� � � �, then ��� �	 � �

The two basic types � and � refer to an entity and
a truth value, respectively.The predicate ����, for
instance, is of type ��� ��� �		: a function from two
entities to truth values. Note that type-raised rep-
resentations of NPs are used. Hence, determiners
are treated as generalised quantifiers (Barwise and
Cooper, 1981) with type ���� �	� ��� �	� �	.

Given a type system for the lambda structures, the
correspondence function � must fulfil the following
constraint P5 in addition to the constraints P1–P4
already defined in Egg et al. (2001). The improved
definition for the parallelism constraint now covers
all 5 constraints and takes into account the definition
of an underspecified segment.

Definition 3 (underspecified parallelism)
�
�� � ��
�� holds in a lambda structure iff
there exists a segment ��
�� � �
�� and there is
a correspondence function � between ��
�� and
��
�� such that P1–P5 are satisfied:

P1–P4 see Egg et al. (2001)

P5 All parallel nodes possess the same type:


� � �
����
��
 � ��	���
 � ��	�����



This new definition for the parallelism constraint
can handle an underspecified segment for the rep-
resentation of a gapping ambiguity, such as (3a).
It should also be stressed that this new constraint
covers simple VP ellipses as well, as in (1). How-
ever, we have not yet fully specified how the paral-
lelism constraint can be automatically derived from
the syntactic and semantic analysis.

The grammar given by Egg et al. (2001) treats
the elliptic does (too) as an intransitive verb without
adding any further constraints. The semantics
contributed by this expression is left open and is
to be filled by the parallelism constraint which is
computed separately. Our proposal offers a syntax–
semantics interface that provides the semantic
construction for elliptic sentences. Hence we first
add some grammar rules to the CLLS fragment:

(a14) VP � DTV NP NP
(a15) S � S Coord ES
(a16) ES � NP Part
(a17) ES � NP VPE Part
(a18) VPE � does
(a19) Part � too

These new phrase structure rules capture ditrans-
itive verbs DTV (a14) and elliptic sentences ES
((a15), (a16), (a17)). Furthermore, words and lex-
ical categories are introduced: elliptic does/do/did,6

(VPE) and particle too (PART). In addition to
describing the new rules and categories we will also
repeat some of the original rules because they are
needed for the example sentences discussed in this
paper.7

(a1) S � NP VP
(a2) VP � IV
(a3) VP � TV NP
(a7) NP � PN
(a8’) NP � Det N
(a13) �� W, if ����
 � ���

Given these rules, the sentence Peter gave Mary a
book and John, too can be analysed. The resulting
syntax tree is found in figure 3.

Semantic construction is based on syntactic ana-
lysis. For every phrase structure rule there is a se-
mantic construction rule. For each semantic con-
struction rule more constraints are added until a
conjunction of constraints is derived for the entire
sentence. Table 1 contains the semantic construction
rules (b7), (b8’) and (b14)–(b17) which correspond
to the phrase structure rules (a7), (a8’) and (a14)–
(a17).

Generally speaking, CLLS constraints are given
for every construction rule. Further variables are in-

6Note that tense information is not yet considered.
7We use the phrase structure rule (a8’) instead of (a8) NP

� Det �, because � is not needed for the examples dis-
cussed in this paper. ��� is a relation that relates words and
lexical categories.
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Table 1: Some semantic construction rules for the syntax–semantics interface
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Figure 3: The syntax tree of (3a)

troduced for every syntactic rule: the (root) node la-
bels (e.g. ����������) correspond to the position
in the syntactic tree (e.g. �� �� ��]): the label ��

is assigned to category �, ��� to �� and so forth.
That means, further CLLS constraints coming from
another phrase structure rule are added wrt. these
labels. The construction rule (b7) ��� ��], for in-
stance, uses three labels for the CLLS constraints:

��� and ��� as well as ��
��

. The label ��� refers
to the category NP, whereas the label ��� is connec-
ted to the category PN. The label ��

��
is important

for the derivation of the parallelism constraint, sim-
ilarly to the scope island constraint discussed in Egg
et al. (2001).8 Constraints associated with these la-
bels are added to the respective node in the tree. The
nonterminal PN, for example, may be expanded to
John via the rule (a13) PN� John. In such a case,
John is added to the node labelled by ���.

In our example regarding (b7), the label ��
��

is
equal to ��

��
which is set equal to the node ��� la-

belled by John via (a13). Going up the discourse
tree, the rule (b16) adds a further equation: ��

�
�

��
��

. At the next level in the tree the construc-
tion rule (b15) introduces the parallelism constraint:
�
���� � �
��

�
. The label ��

�
refers to the la-

bel ��
��

defined by (b16) and this label refers to the

8The scope island constraint does not play a role in the ex-
amples discussed. Thus, for readability the labels of type ��

are omitted throughout this paper.
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Figure 4: Underspecified parallelism constraint and type constraints for (5)

node that is labelled by John, as required (cf. fig-
ure 4). It should be borne into mind that the equation
of the tree nodes (e.g. ��

�
� ��

��
) makes sure that

the correct tree label is inserted into the parallelism
constraint. This equation is not a CLLS constraint for
describing lambda structures. Instead, the equation
is part of the syntax–semantic interface.

Further constraints regarding lexical categories
normally only add more labelling constraints such
as ��� � ����. Additionally, the type information is
introduced at this point (e.g. ���� �	� �	 for John).

The definition of the semantic construction rules
also ensures that the parallelism constraint is intro-
duced. Rule (b15) adds this constraint to the rep-
resentation. Note that at this point of the deriva-
tion the target segment is not yet fully specified
(i.e. �
��

�
). The label ��

�
depends on the equa-

tion constraints that show up for the semantic rule
defined for ES and subsequent rules for the NP of
the elliptical sentence.

The underspecified source segment
(i.e. �
����), on the other hand, covers all possible
elliptical ambiguities (i.e. a subset of �
����).
Together with the parallelism constraint P5 all
conceivable readings can be determined due to
the correspondence function. Furthermore, the
underspecified parallelism constraint also captures
unambiguous VP ellipses better than the previous
definition. With the new definition the derivation
of the source segment is constrained by the type
information that was added to the lambda structure,
which gives us the key for the automatic generation
of the source segment.

In the following, we provide the derivations of the
two example sentences discussed at the beginning of
this paper ((5)=(3a) and (6)=(3b)).

(5) Peter gave Mary a book and John, too.

(6) Peter gave Mary a book and John did, too.
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Figure 5: The elliptic sentence John did, too

Figure 4 represents the CLLS constraints for sen-
tence (5). Only the types relevant for the paral-
lelism constraint are shown. Three segments can
now be specified that fulfil the condition set by the
new definitions for an underspecified segment and
the underspecified parallelism constraint: ��
�� ,
��
�� , ��
��� . All other segments in ��


���

do not comply with the type equivalence constraint
P5. Consequently, only three readings are derivable
for (5). Sentence (6), on the other hand, blocks two
readings that sentence (5) allows. Again constraint
P5 will be applied here. Note that the semantic con-
struction rule for VPE � did offers the type in-
formation ��� �	 but no further labelling constraint
(cf. figure 5). The type information, however, is cru-
cial for the parallelism constraint. Since the type is
��� �	 the variable var can only correspond to the last
argument � in ������� �� �
 which is bound via the
�-operator to the subject of the source sentence. All
the other variables have a sister node of a different
type (i.e. ��� ��� �		 and ��� ��� ��� �			). Hence only
one reading is available for (6).

3 Conclusions

In this paper we presented an enhancement of the
parallelism constraint defined in CLLS: the under-
specified parallelism constraint. Besides covering
all cases of the original constraint, this new parallel-
ism constraint can handle additional ones, namely
ellipses involving gapping. More importantly, we
presented the definition of a grammar fragment and
semantic construction rules that can automatically
extract the target segment(s) of an elliptic sentence.
Target segment(s) are generated via the matching of
the type information of all nodes of the target seg-
ment to the source segment.

Current research focusses on restrictions of pos-
sible ambiguous readings due to syntactic reasons,
as in 7.9

9Thanks to one of the anonymous reviewers, who pointed
out this example to us.

(7) Peter gave a book to Mary, and John, too.

Note that this example is not a counter example to
the approach presented because the same mechan-
ism of an underspecified parallelism constraint can
be used. Only further constraints have to be spe-
cified in order to obtain the correct subset of con-
ceivable readings in �
���� .
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